A battery charger system includes a power supply and a switch connected to the power supply wherein the switch has a first switch half and a second switch half. First and second batteries are selectively connected to the power supply via the switch. The first and second switch halves are moved between a plurality of operational positions to fully charge the first battery, discharge the first battery into the second battery, discharge the second battery into the first battery, and fully charge the second battery.
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This invention was made with government support under Contract No. NNJ10IB01C, awarded by NASA. The Government has certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Non-rechargeable batteries and rechargeable batteries produce current the same way, which is through an electrochemical reaction involving an anode, cathode and electrolyte. The advantage that the rechargeable battery has is that the reaction is reversible. When electrical energy from an outside source is applied to a rechargeable cell, the negative-to-positive electron flow that occurs during discharge is reversed, and the cell’s charge is restored.

However, after a number of recharge cycles, rechargeable batteries can lose discharge capacity. For example, if these batteries were not fully discharged every time they were used, they would quickly lose capacity. This means the batteries were able to discharge less energy than when in their new condition. This is known as the memory effect.

With some battery chemistry types, discharge capacity can be reconditioned by “auto-cycling,” which is the process of fully discharging and recharging the battery one or several times. Equipment that is designed to recondition a battery in this way simply discharges the battery through a current resistive device and “wastes” the energy by converting the energy to heat. In most situations, this is acceptable because the cost of wasted energy is very small and the waste heat is easily transferred to the environment.

However, in some circumstances, the energy cost may be more meaningful, or the waste heat may be more difficult to dissipate. Such is the case for the batteries used in spacecraft. For example, the International Space Station can provide only limited cooling capacity to a battery charger module, which also performs the auto-cycling for spacecraft batteries. As such, it would be useful to reduce the waste heat in this type of situation.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In a featured embodiment, a battery charger system includes a power supply and a switch connected to the power supply wherein the switch has a first switch half and a second switch half. First and second batteries are selectively connected to the power supply via the switch. A control moves the first and second switch halves between a plurality of operational positions to fully charge the first battery, discharge the second battery into the second battery, discharge the second battery into the first battery, and fully charge the second battery.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the first and second switch halves are moved from the second position once the battery is fully charged to the third position to charge the second battery from the discharge of the first battery.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the first and second switch halves are moved from the third position once the second battery is fully charged to the fourth position to charge the first battery from the discharge of the second battery.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the first and second switch halves are moved back and forth between the third and fourth positions until both the first and second batteries have been cycled to satisfy a predetermined cycle criteria.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the first and second switch halves are moved from the fourth position once the first battery is fully charged via the discharge of the second battery to the fifth position to perform a final charge of the second battery without discharging the first battery.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the first and second switch halves are moved from the fifth position, once both the first and second batteries are fully charged, to a sixth position where both the first and second batteries may be disconnected from the power supply.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, a current regulator is used to limit charging current into the first and second batteries and to limit discharging current out of the first and second batteries, and wherein the current regulator controls charge current to follow a prescribed optimal profile based on battery type, and/or to control discharge current to follow a prescribed optimal profile based on the battery type.

In another featured embodiment, a method of recharging a battery system includes the steps of: connecting a switch to a power supply, the switch having a first switch half and a second switch half; providing a first battery that can be selectively connected to the power supply via the switch and a second battery that can be selectively connected to the power supply via the switch; and moving the first and second switch halves between a plurality of operational positions to fully charge the first battery, discharge the first battery into the second battery, discharge the second battery into the first battery, and fully charge the second battery.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the method includes moving the first and second switch halves from the second position to the third position when the first battery is fully charged, moving the first and second switch halves from the third position to the fourth position when the second battery is fully charged via the discharge from the first battery, moving the first and second switch halves back and forth between the third and fourth positions until both the first and second batteries have been cycled to satisfy a predetermined cycle criteria, and moving the first and second switch halves from the fourth position to the fifth position once the first battery is fully charged via the discharge of the second battery.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the method includes moving first and second switch halves from the fifth position once both the first and
second batteries are fully charged to a sixth position where both the first and second batteries may be disconnected from
the power supply.

In another embodiment according to any of the previous embodiments, the method includes using an electronic control unit to control switching operations between the plurality of operational positions.

The foregoing features and elements may be combined in any combination without exclusivity, unless expressly indicated otherwise.

These and other features may be best understood from the following drawings and specification.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a battery charger system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 shows a battery charger system 28 that can be used, for example, in a space station environment 12 to power a life support system. It should be understood that while the battery charger system 28 is shown as being used with space station environment, it may also, for example, be beneficial in other spacecraft applications where there is limited cooling capacity for electronics.

As shown in FIG. 1, the battery charger system 28 includes a power supply 20 and a switch 22 connected to the power supply 20, wherein the switch 22 has a first switch half 51A and a second switch half 51B. A first battery 131 is selectively connected to the power supply 20 via the switch 22. A second battery 132 is also selectively connected to the power supply 20 via the switch 22. A control 24 moves the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B between a plurality of operational positions to fully charge the first battery 131, discharge the first battery 131 into the second battery 132, discharge the second battery 132 into the first battery 131, and fully charge the second battery 132.

The battery charger system 28 cycles (charges & discharges) a pair of batteries, e.g. the first and second batteries 131, 132, in sequence and provides two fully charged batteries when the process is completed. The plurality of operational positions for the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B includes at least a first position A where the first and second batteries 131, 132 are connected to a charger module 28 but not connected to the power supply 20, a second position B where both the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B are positioned to charge the first battery 131, a third position C where the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B are positioned to discharge the first battery 131 into the second battery 132, a fourth position D where the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B are positioned to discharge the second battery 132 into the first battery 131, and a fifth position E where the switch halves 51A, 51B are positioned to charge the second battery 132.

When the switch 22 is in position A, the first and second batteries 131 and 132 are connected to the auto-cycler/charger module 28. After the batteries 131 and 132 are connected, the switch 22 is moved to position B so that the first battery 131 is charged by the power supply 20. The system also includes a current regulator CR1 that is used to limit charging current into the first B1 and second B2 batteries and to limit discharging current out of the first B1 and second B2 batteries. The current regulator CR1 controls charge current to follow a prescribed optimal profile based on battery type, and/or controls discharge current to follow a prescribed optimal profile based on the battery type.

As discussed above, the current regulator CR1 regulates the current according to an optimal charge profile. After the first battery B1 is fully charged, the switch 22 is moved to the third position C. With the aid of power supply 20, the first battery B1 discharges into the second battery B2. The current regulator CR1 regulates the discharge profile of the first battery B1 and the charge profile of the second battery B2.

As shown in FIG. 1, the current regulator CR1 connects the second half 51B to the power supply 20. The current regulator CR1 is configured such that the batteries B1 and B2 do not charge or discharge too quickly, which could result in damaging the batteries or overheating the batteries and the surrounding environment.

After the second battery B2 is fully charged, the switch 22 is moved to the fourth position D. With the aid of power supply 20, the second battery B2 discharges into the first battery B1. The current regulator CR1 regulates the discharge profile of the second battery B2 and the charge profile of the first battery B1. The switch 22 can be cycled between positions C and D and provides adequate cycling of each battery B1 and B2.

In another example, the predetermined cycle criteria can be determined from the how well each battery B1, B2 is holding charge. The batteries B1, B2 can then be cycled in a number of times dependent upon the how well each battery is holding charge.

Finally, once the cycling process is complete, the switch 22 is moved to the fifth position E to apply a final charge to the second battery B2. Once the second battery B2 is fully charged, the charging operation can be stopped by moving the switch 22 to a sixth position F. At this point both batteries B1, B2 will have been cycled and fully charged. The batteries can then be disconnected from the charger module 28.

A control 30 comprising an electronic control unit ECU automatically controls switching operations between the plurality of operational positions. Any type of ECU can be used to control operation of the power supply 20, switch 22, switch control 24, etc. Further, it would be easily understood by one of ordinary skill in the art that the control 30 could also be programmed to move the switch halves in the manner described above. The first switch half 51A is connected to the positive side (+) of the power supply 20 and the second switch half 51B is connected to the negative side (−) of the power supply 20. The control 30 is configured to move the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B simultaneously together between the various operational positions.

A method of recharging a battery system comprises the steps of connecting a switch 22 to a power supply 20, providing a first battery B1 that can be selectively connected to the power supply 20 via the switch 22 and a second battery B2 that can be selectively connected to the power supply 20 via the switch 22, and moving the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B between a plurality of operational positions to fully charge the first battery B1, discharge the first battery B1 into the second battery B2, discharge the second battery B2 into the first battery B1, and fully charge the second battery B2.

As discussed above, the method includes the steps of moving the first and second switch halves 51A, 51B from the second position B to the third position C when the first
battery B1 is fully charged, moving the first and second switch halves S1A, S1B from the third position C to the fourth position D when the second battery B2 is fully charged via the discharge from the first battery B1, moving the first and second switch halves S1A, S1B back and forth between the third C and fourth D positions until both the first and second batteries B1, B2 have been cycled to satisfy a predetermined cycle criteria, and moving the first and second switch halves S1A, S1B from the fourth position D to the fifth position E once the first battery B1 is fully charged via the discharge of the second battery B2.

Additional steps include at least one of moving first and second switch halves S1A, S1B from the fifth position E to a sixth position F where both the first and second batteries B1, B2 are fully charged and are disconnected from the power supply 20, and using an electronic control unit 30 to control switching operations between the plurality of operational positions.

As such, rather than wasting energy by discharging through a resistive device as in the prior art, the subject invention discharges a battery to charge another battery. This both conserves energy and reduces the amount of waste heat that must be transferred to the environment. These benefits are important for applications where energy is costly or it is difficult or expensive to dissipate waste heat.

Although an embodiment of this invention has been disclosed, a worker of ordinary skill in this art would recognize that certain modifications would come within the scope of this invention. For that reason, the following claims should be studied to determine the true scope and content of this invention.

The invention claimed is:

1. A battery charger system comprising:
   a power supply;
   a switch connected to the power supply, the switch having a first switch half and a second switch half;
   a first battery that may be selectively connected to the power supply via the switch;
   a second battery that may be selectively connected to the power supply via the switch;
   a control to move the first and second switch halves between a plurality of operational positions to fully charge the first battery, charge the first battery into the second battery, charge the second battery into the first battery, and fully charge the second battery; wherein the plurality of operational positions includes at least a first position where the first and second batteries are connected to a charger module but not connected to the power supply.

2. The battery charger system of claim 1, including a current regulator to limit charging current into the first and second batteries and to limit discharging current out of the first and second batteries, and wherein the current regulator controls charge current to follow a prescribed optimal profile based on battery type, and/or to control discharge current to follow a prescribed optimal profile based on the battery type.
first battery, and a fifth position where the switch halves are positioned to charge the second battery, and including:

moving the first and second switch halves from the second position once the first battery is fully charged to the third position to charge the second battery from the discharge of the first battery,

moving the first and second switch halves from the third position once the second battery is fully charged via the discharge from the first battery to the fourth position to charge the first battery from the discharge of the second battery,

moving the first and second switch halves back and forth between the third and fourth positions until both the first and second batteries have been cycled to satisfy a predetermined cycle criteria, and moving the first and second switch halves from the fourth position once the first battery is fully charged via the discharge of the second battery to the fifth position to perform a final charge of the second battery without discharging the first battery.

14. The method of claim 13 including moving first and second switch halves from the fifth position, once both the first and second batteries are fully charged, to a sixth position where both the first and second batteries may be disconnected from the power supply.

15. The method of claim 14 including using an electronic control unit to control switching operations between the plurality of operational positions.

16. The method of claim 13, wherein charging and discharging of the first and second batteries occurs with the aid of the power supply.
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